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Demographics and Zip Codes 
Should not Determine Destiny 

Jennings Demographics 
100% Free Lunch 
98% African American 
Montgomery County Demographics 
35% Free Lunch 
20% Racial Diversity  
Topeka Demographics 
77% Free Lunch 
19% African American, 27% Hispanic, 44 White 
  

Students First: Working as a Team for 
Continuous Improvement 

“It’s easier to build 
strong children 
than to repair 
broken men.” 
~Fredrick Douglas 



Topeka Social Media: Connect 
with us! 

Website 
https://www.topekapublicschools.net/ 
 
Twitter 
TopekaPublicSchools @TPS_501 
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Montgomery County 
Blacksburg Middle School Closes Achievement Gaps for African American 

Students 
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Blacksburg Middle School  
African American Longitudinal Data  

(English) 

  



Improvements in High Poverty Schools Can Occur  
Montgomery County: English Achievement Gap 

Analysis 



Missouri - UA Charter Achievement Results 
for High School English 

In 2008 the pass rate for 
students in proficient and 
advanced was 59.5%. 

 

In  2009 the pass rate for 
students in proficient and 
advanced jumped to 84.1%. 

 

In 2011 the pass rate for 
proficient and advanced is 93%. 
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Montgomery County: 
ELL Reading Gap Analysis Data 



JENNINGS: Meeting Below 50% of Standards = Unaccredited 
 Meeting 70% of Standards = Full Accreditation 

MSIP  Movement 2012 2013 2014 2015 

APR Total Points 80/140 92/140 109.5/140 113.5/140 

Percent of Points 57.1% 65.7% 78.2% 81.1% 
MSIP 5 Standards Points 

Possible 
Points Earned 

2014 
Points Earned  

2015 

1. Academic Achievement 56 42 46 

2. Subgroup Achievement 14 9.5 10 

3. College and Career Ready  30 20 18 

4. Attendance 10 8 9.5 

5. Graduation Rate 30 30 30 

Total 140 109.5 113.5 

Closing the Achievement Gap: Transforming Schools for Excellence 



100% Free Lunch :Jennings School District:  
Full Accreditation Standards Met 

 (Previously lost over a decade ago prior to 2014 and regained in 2014) 
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Topeka preliminary scores show  
biggest improvement in 17 years 

By Daniela Leon TOPEKA, Kan (WIBW) May, 2017 --- Topeka school district is 
marking a milestone. The district’s preliminary scores for the spring state 
assessment tests show a 16 to 27% growth in proficiency. “My assessment 
director has shared that in his 17 years in the district, this has never happened so 
to see every single grade level across the district improve, we are just ecstatic,” 
said Dr. Anderson. She says the biggest jump was in 10th grade reading scores, 
up 9% from last year. “High school is the time in which it’s most difficult to catch 
kids up,” said Dr. Anderson. “Our largest amount in growth was in literacy in 10th 
grade, so to see a significant jump there just really helps us know that our push in 
college and career readiness is essential.” Dr. Anderson credits the teaching staff 
for the district’s achievement. 



 
   Dr. Anderson’s  2012 Book: Transforming Schools for Excellence can be 

purchased through Amazon, Barnes and Noble or through Outskirts Press. 
Dr. Anderson can be contacted for consulting by contacting ASCD or 
through her email at tcanderson814@gmail.com. 



How our systems take care of the 
most vulnerable says a lot about who 

we are. 
 
 
Rodney McAlister 2001   
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Cries Unanswered, Dogs Maul Boy 
Public safety: North St. Louis neighbors knew of the roaming pack of animals. 

They'd complained. Still, nothing was done to stop a 10-year-old's death. 
March 09, 2001|STEPHANIE SIMON | TIMES STAFF WRITER 

 
 

 
 

ST. LOUIS — They heard suffering. 

They couldn't tell exactly what it was or where it came from. It sounded awful. That was all they 
knew. Questioned later, they told police only that they had heard "something suffering out 
there." 

How right--how horribly right--they were. 

The noise that residents of an urban neighborhood heard just after supper Monday was the 
sound of a boy being eaten alive by a pack of dogs. 

Ten-year-old Rodney McAllister, a chatterbox of a fourth-grader, was mauled to death on the 
concrete basketball court at the park across the street from his family's apartment. A passerby 
found Rodney's body the next morning. 

 



Effective Schools Research: What we 
already know 

Ron Edmonds, L. Lezotte 
and Ron Ferguson  

Effective School Correlates and the Harvard Based 
Tripod Research: 
1. Relationships 

2. Aligned Standards Based Curriculum 
3. Pedagogy (engagement, expectations, etc..) 
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What does your school system and culture 
say about you in the following areas: 

1.   Relationships : TRUST 
2.   Pedagogy: SYSTEMS OF SUPPORT 

3.    Rigorous Standards Based Curriculum: HIGH 
EXPECTATIONS 
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Our current societal norms reinforce: 

 Highlighting failures and minimizing 
successes. 

CHANGE THE PARADIGM 
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Surrounded by Struggles Jennings Shines 
SEPTEMBER 22, 2013 12:15 AM • BY ELISA CROUCH  

JENNINGS • Just two years ago, Sean Charleston didn’t understand the point of school. He was 
sometimes suspended. He earned D’s. He blew off homework.  

But then he ended up in Karen Thompson’s biomedical science class that the 20-year veteran teacher 
had begun teaching at Jennings Senior High School. Sean loved the class and saw that Thompson 
cared about his future. Now, he is determined not just to graduate high school, but college.  

“That’s the only way I’ll be successful,” said Sean, now a sophomore.  

Sean’s transformation is happening on a larger scale throughout the Jennings School District. The 
north St. Louis County school system — which once found itself on the brink of losing state 
accreditation — is climbing back toward academic respectability. Parents are showing up in greater 
numbers to open houses and parent meetings. Attendance is up. Discipline problems are down. Middle 
schoolers are visiting college campuses.  

More of the article can be found at www..Post-Dispatch.org 



Systems of success that create sustainable high 
performing cultures can occur when we invest in 

people first and make literacy a priority. 

Facts: 
The majority of children (51%) in public schools are in poverty. 
Poverty and homelessness has increased. Wealth has also increased. 
48 Million Americans lived in food insecure homes 
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The Wealth 
Gap 5% 

95% 



WHAT DOES A CULTURE OF TRUST 
LOOK LIKE ? 

A Literacy Based Culture of Trust Infuses Literacy in all 
Areas, Focuses on Genuine Personalized Learning that 
Cultivates Authentic Relationships, uses Multi-Tiered 

Interventions, and Ensures all Members of the 
Community are Trauma Informed & Equipped 
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Literacy Improvement in High Poverty 
Settings 

 
“How you treat the  most vulnerable says a lot about you.” 

Students and adults will work hard for you  
and with you if they trust you. They won’t 

if they don’t!   
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Does Your School Team Have a 
Growth or Fixed Mindset? 

Your mindset changes your response. 
Educators must understand the story 

behind the behavior. 



Topeka Public Schools 
1st Place Magna Award Winner 



HOPE HOUSE: IDEA- October 
2015, OPENED- November 

2015 
 

Closing the Achievement Gap: Transforming Schools for Excellence 



 
 
This superintendent has  
figured out how to make school 
work for poor kids 

JENNINGS, Mo. — School districts don’t usually operate 
homeless shelters for their students. Nor do they often run food 

banks or have a system in place to provide whatever clothes kids 
need. Few offer regular access to pediatricians and mental health 

counselors, or make washers and dryers available to families 
desperate to get clean. 

i	  	





 
WHAT IS YOUR 
ORGANIZATION 

MEASURING AND 
MONITORING? 

 
WHAT IS YOUR ACE 

SCORE & WHAT IS THE 
IMPACT? 



Percentage of Performance Issues Increase as 
the ACE Score Increases 



Percentage of Suicide Attempts Increase as the 
ACE Score Increases 



Percentage of Reported Adult Depression 
Increases as the ACE Score Increases 



 

Programs come and go 
but SYSTEMS remain. 
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Poverty, Toxic Stress and the 
Impact 

Chronic stress without a human buffer impacts the limbic system (the learning 
center), and the immune system (the health system). Multiple Adverse Childhood 
Experiences (ACES) impact development.  If Chronic stress impacts the prefrontal 
cortex (organization), hippocampus (memory) and the amygdala (emotions).  The 
amygdala remembers stress and grows at the expense of other structures. 
However, children's brains are malleable into early adulthood.  

Relationships and trust happens at the neurobiological level.                          
Children don’t come to school with these skills already fully built. 
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What Research Says About Literacy and Poverty 
Studies have found that by age four, children in middle and upper class families hear 15 
million more words than children in working-class families, and 30 million more words 
than children in families on welfare. This disparity in hearing words from parents and 
caregivers translates directly into a disparity in learning words 

On February 14, 2014, at the annual American Association for the Advancement of 
Science (AAAS) conference held at the University of Chicago, Dr. Fernald presented 
a lecture titled "How Talking to Children Nurtures Language Development Across SES and 
Culture.” According to Fernald, five-year-old children of lower socioeconomic status (SES) 
score two years behind on standardized language development tests by the time they enter 
school.  

The two factors that most explain the income-related gaps in school readiness 
are parenting styles and home learning environments. 
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Poverty and homelessness can be disrupted 
when tiered interventions are strategically 

used 
Children whose brains are flooded with cortisol may have a hair-trigger 
temper and fly off the handle inappropriately. Because they are always 
coping with stress, their developing brains have fewer opportunities to 
reinforce connections in the cerebral cortex, which is where thoughtful 
planning occurs. 

Over time, underdeveloped executive function skills may lead to school 
difficulties, trouble with relationships, behavior problems. 
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Mastery Learning 
If  we wish to alter the degree of predictability in learning 
outcomes, teaching for mastery is simply a procedure for 
planning/organizing instruction and giving students regular 
feedback to correct learning and individualize instruction within a 
group. 

The desired learning goals or objectives are the basis for 
teaching. Instead of teaching to the test, mastery learning 
teachers are testing and assessing what they teach. 
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Mastery Learning 
I.  Plato & Socrates – Bloom & Carroll in 1968 

(Practice trials, pupil correction, evaluation trials/exams) 

I.  A Model of Student Learning: Harvard Professor Carroll and 
Benjamin Bloom 

 Degree of Learning = f{Perseverance/ Opportunity to Learn 

_______________________________________________ 

Learning Rate, Quality of Instruction, Ability to understand 
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What does Engaged Active Literacy 
Learning Look Like? 
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Five Steps for Trauma-Informed Ed. Leadership 
A district leader shares strategies for trauma support 
By Tiffany Anderson 
December 13, 2016 
Build teacher and parent capacity for understanding the effects of trauma. 
Understanding the stories of trauma behind student behavior empowers educators and school leaders to brainstorm solutions. One step 
is to ensure teachers and leaders make positive parent contact. For example, teachers in Topeka deliver difficult-to-access school 
resources to students' homes, and staff members make home visits for lengthy student absences. Educators across the district, 
including me, are in a yearlong mental-health training for the neurosequential model in education, or NME. … (Read more in EdWeek..) 



 

WHAT DOES A CULTURE OF 
TIERED INSTRUCTIONAL 
SUPPORT  LOOK LIKE ? 

PEDAGOGY AND A STANARDS BASED 
CURRICULUM 
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Ø Shift from an individual deficit approach to a systems perspective 
approach 

Ø Connect it to your primary plan 

Ø Use a universal screener 

Ø  Identify tiered interventions and supports for students and staff. Use 
intervention grids 

Ø  Teach, reinforce and monitor academic, behavior and social skills 

Ø Give students voice by giving them opportunities to respond (OTR) 

Topeka Implements a Comprehensive 3 
Tiered Model of Prevention and Support 

for Multiple Needs (Ci3T) 



  The National Reading Panel identified five components of comprehensive 
literacy instruction: 

Phonemic awareness (PA)—an awareness of and the ability to manipulate the 

 individual sounds (phonemes) in spoken words; 

Phonics (P)—the study and use of sound/spelling correspondences and  

syllable patterns to help students read written words; 

Fluency (F)—reading text with sufficient speed, accuracy and expression to support comprehension; 

Vocabulary (V)—the body of words and their meanings that students must understand to comprehend text; and 

Text comprehension (TC)—the ability to make meaning requiring specific skills and strategies, vocabulary,                                              
background knowledge and verbal reasoning skills. 
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Literacy: What’s Worked  
Scholastic: Comprehensive and Balanced Literacy Training and Teaching 
-Incorporating a Comprehensive Balanced Literacy Process  

- Formative Assessments and Time Devoted to Calibration  
-Leveled Literature and Literacy Across the Curriculum 
-Digital Literacy (Future Ready and Open Ed. Resources such as CK12) 

-Parent Literacy Training (Teaching Opportunities to Respond) 
-Creating Multiple Opportunities for Active Learning with Literacy 
-CR Success processes for beginning readers to  
develop phonemic awareness and  
the alphabetic principle through active learning 
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DAILY REVIEW IN MATCHING SOUNDS TO LETTERS  



CONSTRUCTING SYLLABLES THROUGH SEGMENTING, BLENDING,  
MANIPULATING SOUNDS 

 



SEGMENTING WORDS INTO THEIR SOUNDS 



APPLYING SKILLS TO SUPPORTED READING  



APPLYING SKILLS TO SUPPORTED SPELLING AND WRITING  



Provide Immediate Simple Data 
Access 





Use Data with Intentionality (Cohort) 
Tracking 



Teach, Assess, Develop to the 
Standard not to the Test or Text 



Identify Trends, Intervene, Project and Predict 



Ron Edmonds once said, “We can, 
whenever we choose, teach all children 
whose schooling is of importance to us. 

We already know all we need to. Whether 
or not it occurs depends on how you feel 

about the fact it has not happened so far.” 
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